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✦ 95% of our Universe is very strange 
- new physics! 

✦ Use large scale structure surveys, 
multiple wavelengths, and multiple 
probes 

✦ Invest in pathfinders 

✦ Exploit synergies

New Frontiers in Observational Cosmology

SKAEuclid 

[Planck]



Image Credit: NAOJ [Kovetz et al. 2017]

A NEW OBSERVATIONAL WINDOW: 21CM LINE



New Frontiers in Observational Cosmology

Ciardi & Madau 2003

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1086/377634/fulltext/57900.text.html
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1086/377634/fulltext/57900.text.html


SKA - LOW (Australia)

▸ Redshift range: 3 < z < 25 

▸ Epoch of Reionization and Cosmic 
Dawn

SQUARE KILOMETRE ARRAY (SKA) - FIRST LIGHT: 2028



SQUARE KILOMETRE ARRAY (SKA) - FIRST LIGHT: 2028

SKA - MID (South Africa)

▸ Redshift range: 0 < z < 3 

▸ Late Universe, can complement optical 
surveys



SKA SCIENCE

SKA Office / A. BonaldiSKA Science Book 2015

https://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=215
https://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=215


MEERKAT (SKA’S PATHFINDER) - OPERATIONAL !
▸ 64 dishes, will become part of SKA-MID 

▸ 0.2 < z < 0.58 (L-band) 

▸ 0.4 < z < 1.45 (UHF-band) 



MEERKAT’s FIRST LIGHT

The Guardian, 17 July 2016

Big data era is here: MeerKAT’s digitisers generate 5 GB/sec



RADIO VS OPTICAL: GALAXIES

• HI in galaxies more extended than the stellar light distribution 

• HI disk much larger than the stellar disk

Boomsma et al. 2007

https://www.skao.int/en/explore/science-goals/131/exploring-galaxy-evolution

https://www.skao.int/en/explore/science-goals/131/exploring-galaxy-evolution
https://www.skao.int/en/explore/science-goals/131/exploring-galaxy-evolution


RADIO VS OPTICAL: GALAXIES
• Velocities (stars or gas) are used to calculate rotation curves and 

trace the total mass distribution to very large radii 

Galaxy Rotation Curves

Already in the early 1930’s Oort and Zwicky discovered that a large amount of in-
visible matter is required to explain observations. Their arguments were put on a firmer
basis with the work of Vera Rubin on rotation curves in the early 1970s.

A galaxy rotation curve (Fig. 1) shows the velocity of matter rotating in the galac-
tic disk, as a function of the radius from the center. A way to learn about the velocity of
the stars orbiting a galaxy at di↵erent distances R from the center is by measuring the
Doppler e↵ect. Multiple observations show that the galactic rotation curve is approx-
imately flat for large distances R. More specifically, instead of following the standard
Newtonian expectation of v / 1/

p
R, the orbital velocity does not decrease (see Fig. 1).

This is a very strange and surprising discovery, so some of our assumptions do not hold.
The main assumption made in this derivation (we will formalise it below) is that the
density of stars traces the mass density in the galaxy. Using the fact that the density
of stars falls of rapidly for large R, we also assumed the total mass density to fall o↵
similarly. This is true if the only constituents of the galaxy were stars. However, if there
is some other form of matter in the galaxy which does not emit light, and which has a
di↵erent distribution of mass than the stars, the assumptions leading to the v / 1/

p
R

relation do not hold. This is indeed the case, dark matter!

Figure 1: Left: Rotation curve of spiral galaxy M33 (yellow and blue points with error
bars), and a predicted one from distribution of the visible matter (white dashed line).
The discrepancy between the two curves can be accounted for by adding a dark matter
halo surrounding the galaxy. Right: Simplified sketch: observed curve is (B), and the
one predicted accounting for visible matter only is (A). Figures from Wikipedia.

Let us look at the physics in more detail: The force acting on a mass m, moving in a
circular orbit with radius R within a spherically symmetric mass distribution is given by

F = G
mM(< R)

R2
,

where M(< R) is the galaxy mass within radius R. Now the acceleration for an object

3

see e.g. Corbelli and Salucci 2000

https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/311/2/441/965167?login=true
https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/311/2/441/965167?login=true


• In the early days of radio astronomy, 
single dishes were the norm … 

• Resolution  

• For precision astronomy we need 
sub-arcsecond resolution

INTERFEROMETRY IN A NUTSHELL

✓B = �/Ddish

• But with a single dish, at about Ddish= 100 m, we’re done - and 
that’s nowhere near enough for precision astronomy …

https://public.nrao.edu/telescopes/radio-telescopes/

Green Bank Telescope 

https://public.nrao.edu/telescopes/radio-telescopes/
https://public.nrao.edu/telescopes/radio-telescopes/


• We cannot build or 
operate a single radio dish 
of 1 square kilometre 
collecting area 

• Idea: combine the views of 
a group of dishes/
antennae spread over a 
large area 

• Operate them together as 
a single, gigantic 
telescope!

Interferometry in a nutshell

https://www.sarao.ac.za/gallery/meerkat/

https://www.sarao.ac.za/gallery/meerkat/
https://www.sarao.ac.za/gallery/meerkat/


Radio arrays: two modes of operation

 

• The auto-correlation signal from one or more dishes   

• observe targets “point by point” , no detail 

• Smallest scale the array can probe is set by the dish resolution (beam) 

• Single dish mode can probe large volumes — ultra-large scales on the sky

Single-dish mode

Interferometric mode

• The cross-correlation signal from two or more dishes   

• Smallest scale the array can probe is set by the maximum baseline  

• can achieve very high angular resolution 

• Can probe large volumes if (a) extremely compact array of very 
small dishes (b) “purpose-built” geometry 

CHIME

GBT

SKA has neither

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-gZdV4V6Ag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-gZdV4V6Ag


Interferometry in a nutshell

ALMA video 

• Signals slightly out of sync 

• Correlating the signals we can 
determine the position of the 
source very precisely  

• Correlator finds the point of 
overlap  

• Multiple antennae (dishes) 
needed for resolving 
astrophysical objects

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-gZdV4V6Ag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-gZdV4V6Ag


• 2 dishes/antennas will give you 
one point on the sky 

• Dozens of antennas give lots of 
points, one for each pairing of 
antennas. 

Aperture synthesis

Image by ALMA

Exoplanetary system forming



• 2 dishes/antennas will give you 
one point in the sky 

• Dozens of antennas give lots of 
points, one for each pairing of 
antennas.  

• Earth’s rotation helps fill in the 
gaps (Earth Aperture Synthesis) 

• The results are spectacular!

Aperture synthesis

https://briankoberlein.com/2015/10/14/
how-does-interferometry-work/

Image by ALMA

Exoplanetary system forming

https://briankoberlein.com/2015/10/14/how-does-interferometry-work/
https://briankoberlein.com/2015/10/14/how-does-interferometry-work/
https://briankoberlein.com/2015/10/14/how-does-interferometry-work/
https://briankoberlein.com/2015/10/14/how-does-interferometry-work/


Even More spectacular results!

Credit: Event Horizon Telescope collaboration et al.



WHAT ABOUT COSMOLOGY?

• What about cosmology with 
a multi-dish array? 

• Detecting millions of 
galaxies in the radio is very 
difficult 

• We would need the full SKA 
Phase 2, performing a 
billion galaxy survey in the 
radio, to be competitive 
with optical  

• Can we do something 
sooner? Yes! With HI 
intensity mapping.

Waiting for SKA Phase 2 …



Galaxies Intensity map

[Chang et al 2008, Peterson et al 2009, Seo et al 2010, …]

RADIO pRECISION COSMOLOGY: THE INTENSITY MAPPING METHOD

the telescope
beam 



galaxies
IM map

[Simulations by S. Cunnington]

21cm IM surveys: GBT, CHIME, HIRAX, MeerKAT, SKA!

RADIO pRECISION COSMOLOGY: THE INTENSITY MAPPING METHOD

• Detecting HI (neutral hydrogen) galaxies via 
their 21cm emission line is very expensive  

• But cosmological information is on large 
scales  

• Get intensity map of the HI 21cm emission 
line - like CMB but 3D! 

• Excellent redshift resolution  

• Signal of the order 0.1 mK – foregrounds 
larger by 3-4 orders of magnitude

GOALS: Probe HI evolution, dark energy, gravity, inflation, …

the telescope 
beam 



Characterising the POST-REIONIZATION HI signal

Battye, AP et al. 2013

Crighton et al. 2015

https://arxiv.org/abs/1209.0343
https://arxiv.org/abs/1209.0343


CHARACTERISING The instrumental noise



NEUTRAL HYDROGEN INTENSITY MAPPING POWER SPECTRUM
• Measuring BAOs with a single-dish telescope 

• z=0.3, 40 arcmin resolution, 5000 sq. deg, 1 year observations

Battye, AP et al. 2013

https://arxiv.org/abs/1209.0343
https://arxiv.org/abs/1209.0343


NEUTRAL HYDROGEN INTENSITY MAPPING POWER SPECTRUM
•With intensity mapping we can constrain HI and cosmological parameters

IM x galaxies

•The r coefficient tells us about the HI content of different galaxy samples, 
for example the different HI content of ELGs vs LRGs.

https://github.com/IntensityTools/IM-Fish

https://github.com/IntensityTools/IM-Fish
https://github.com/IntensityTools/IM-Fish


SKA INTENSITY MAPPING FORECASTS

• Competitive with Stage-IV optical (Euclid, DESI) 

• Can get to much higher redshifts

SKA Cosmology Red Book

Bull et al. 2015

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.02743
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.02743


SKA INTENSITY MAPPING FORECASTS

• Competitive with Stage-IV optical (Euclid, DESI) 

• Can get to much higher redshifts

SKA Cosmology Red Book

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.02743
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.02743


Radio technology & innovation



Optical and radio synergies

• Neutral hydrogen (HI) evolution is currently quite poorly constrained… 

• Important for astrophysics and cosmology alike!

Crighton et al. 2015

https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/452/1/217/1747683
https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/452/1/217/1747683


GALAXY EVOLUTION
•Can greatly improve HI constraints with intensity mapping 
•Cross-correlation with optical surveys helps with 
systematics and allows for studying the HI content of 
different galaxy samples

MeerKAT/SKA-MID SKA-LOW

[Pourtsidou et al. 2017, SKA cosmology Red Book 2020]



• Can be competitive with optical galaxy surveys 

• Can go to high-z where optical are shot-noise limited 

• Major observational challenges (calibration, foregrounds …) should be addressed

EftOFLSS for INTENSITY MAPPING

Orange: Stage IV optical
Blue: Stage IV Intensity Mapping

AP 2023

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.14727
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.14727


SIMULATING 21cm observations
MICE catalogue by Castander, Carretero, Fosalba



Difficulties

21cm signal is very weak

Foregrounds are a big problem!

The foreground contamination problem

(i) Galactic synchrotron - relativistic cosmic ray 
electrons accelerated by the galactic magnetic field 

(ii) Extra-galactic point sources - objects beyond our 
own galaxy emitting signals close to 21cm signal 

(iii) Extra-galactic free-free emission - free electrons 
scattering off ions without being captured and 
remaining free after the interaction 

(iv) Galactic free-free emission - as above but within 
our own galaxy



SIMULATING 21cm FOREGROUNDS
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21CM FOREGROUNDS



Foregrounds are spectrally smooth

The foreground contamination problem

https://github.com/IntensityTools/gpr4im [Soares et al. 2020]

https://github.com/IntensityTools/gpr4im
https://github.com/IntensityTools/gpr4im


21CM FOREGROUNDS CLEANING: SIGNAL LOSS EFFECT

Also see work by Alonso et al., Chapman et al., Shaw et al., Wolz et al.

Soares,	Cunnington,	AP,	Blake	2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.12102
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.12102


• Including foreground removal effects

EftOFLSS for INTENSITY MAPPING continued …

AP 2023

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.14727
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.14727


What we really need: end-to-end simulations



INTENSITY MAPPING:CURRENTLY Operating TELESCOPES

CHIME

MeerKAT

GBT

North,	whole	sky,	0.8<z<2.5

First	detection	in	x-cross	with	optical

Survey	at	0<z<1.4



• Systematic effects are a big challenge for 21cm intensity mapping   

• GBT x WiggleZ 2013 showed that cross-correlating with optical can mitigate this! 
Systematics drop out in cross-correlation. 

• 2dF x Parkes 2018 detection, GBT x eBOSS detections last year  

• MeerKAT x WiggleZ this year! 

GBT

THE IMPORTANCE OF CROSS-CORRELATIONS

h�THI�gi

⌦HIbHIr = [0.43± 0.07(stat.)± 0.04(sys.)]⇥ 10�3



Less is more



GBT

cross-correlation data analysis

• Green Bank Telescope intensity mapping data at 0.6<z<1  

• eBOSS ELGs and LRGs samples (and reanalysed the WiggleZ sample)

• Area overlap: 100 square degrees



Pilot survey data: 

• 10.5 hours of data from six nights 
of observaqons 

• Overlapping with the WiggleZ11hr 
field (~200 deg2) 

• We use data in range 973-1015 
MHz (0.40 < z < 0.46)

J.Wang et al. 2021

Meerkat data analysis

Huge problem: we lose a lot of data due to RFI

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.13789
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.13789


Principal Component Analysis foreground cleaning

Slide from Steven Cunnington 

Meerkat data analysis



MeerKAT pilot observaqons on 
WiggleZ 11hr field

Final foreground cleaned MeerKAT HI intensity map WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey galaxies

MEERKAT X WIGGLEZ DATA ANALYSIS



•Posiqve correlaqon (7.7σ) between galaxy 
survey and array of dishes in single-dish 
mode 

•The first detecqon of its kind 

•Important milestone for Cosmology with 
SKA intensity mapping

MEERKAT X WIGGLEZ DATA ANALYSIS

Cunnington,Li+22 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.01579
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.01579


Cunnington,Li+22 

MEERKAT X WIGGLEZ DATA ANALYSIS

IM
IM

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.01579
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.01579



